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General Information 
 

Offices:  Perceptive Solutions Incorporated 
2607 Woodruff Road Suite E-213 
Simpsonville, SC 
29681 

Hours:   8:00 AM - 5:00 PM, EST 
Phone:  864-987-9084 
E-mail:  psisc@aol.com 
 

Limitation of Warranty and Liability: 

Perceptive Solutions Incorporated (hereinafter referred to as “seller”) warrants that this product, 
under normal use and service as described in this manual, shall be free from defects in workmanship 
and material for a period of 12 months from the date of shipment to the customer.  This limited 
warranty is subject to the following exclusions: 
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1. Ink, batteries and certain other components when indicated in specifications are warranted for a 
period less then 12 months from the date of shipment to the customer. 

2. With respect to any repair services rendered, seller warrants that the parts repaired or replaced 
will be free from defects in workmanship and material, under normal use for a period of 90 days 
from the date of shipment to the customer. 

3. Seller does not provide any warranty on finished goods manufactured by others.  Only the 
original manufacturer’s warranty applies. 

4. Unless specifically authorized in a separate writing by seller, seller makes no warranty with respect 
to, and shall have no liability in connection with, any goods, which are incorporated into other 
products or equipment by the Buyer.   

5. All goods returned under warranty shall be at the Buyer’s risk of loss, seller’s factory prepaid, and 
will be returned at the seller’s risk of loss, Buyer’s factory prepaid. 

 
The forgoing is IN LIEU OF all other warranties and is subject to the conditions and LIMITATIONS 
stated herein.  NO OTHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTY OF FITNESS FOR 
PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR MERCHANTABILITY IS MADE.   
 

THE EXCLUSIVE REMEDY OF THE USER OR PURCHASER, AND THE LIMIT OF THE 
LIABILITY OF SELLER FOR ANY AND ALL LOSSES, INJURIES, OR DAMAGES IN 
CONNECTION WITH THIS PRODUCT (INCLUDING CLAIMS BASED ON CONTRACT, 
NEGLIGENCE, STRICT LIABILITY, OTHER TORT, OR OTHERWISE) SHALL BE THE 
RETURN OF THE PRODUCT TO THE FACTORY OR DESIGNATED LOCATION AND 
THE REFUND OF THE PURCHASE PRICE, OR, AT THE OPTION OF SELLER, THE 
REPAIR OR REPLACEMENT OF THE PRODUCT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL SELLER BE 
LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES.  SELLER 
SHALL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR INSTALLATION, DISMANTLING, REASSEMBLY OR 
REINSTALLATION COSTS OR CHARGES.  NO ACTION, REGUARDLESS OF FORM, MAY 
BE BROUGHT AGAINST THE SELLER MORE THAN ONE YEAR AFTER THE CAUSE OF 
ACTION HAS ACCRUED. 
 

The purchaser and all users are deemed to have accepted the terms of this LIMITATION OF 
WARRANTY AND LIABILITY, which contains the complete and exclusive limited warranty of 
seller.  This LIMITATION OF WARRANTY AND LIABILITY may not be amended or modified 
nor any of its terms be waived except by a writing signed by an authorized representative of seller.  
 
   

Safety Information 
 
 

IMPORTANT! 
 
Please READ THIS ENTIRE SECTION before installing or using PSI equipment!  This 
section contains important safety information about the application and use of the 
equipment described in this manual. 

 

WARNING! 
 
Proper Lock Out/Tag Out procedures should be used while servicing equipment. 
The Control of Hazardous Energy Source Standard (29 CFR l9lO.l47), which is more 
commonly known as the Lockout/Tagout Standard, is a Federal Occupational Safety and 
Health Administration (OSHA) program.  It is designed to prevent the unexpected start-up, 
or energizing, of machinery and equipment during service or maintenance operations that 
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could cause injury to employees.  Industry has been obligated to comply with the 
Lockout/Tagout Standard since January 3, l990. 

 

WARNING! 
 
Secondary power and control voltages from the user’s equipment may be present on 
Sentinel 3000 Controller terminals.   The user must also insure proper Lock Out/Tag Out 
procedures are followed on the user’s equipment prior to installation or maintenance of a 
Sentinel 3000 System. 
 

WARNING! 
 
Only qualified associates should install, troubleshoot and service this equipment!  
Over 85-264 VAC may be present on terminals inside the Sentinel 3000 Controller.  
 

CAUTION! 
 
Installation, alignment, troubleshooting and maintenance procedures may require the 
Sentinel 3000 System and the user’s equipment to be energized.  The user should take steps 
to prevent unexpected operation of equipment.  Pinch points and moving equipment points 
should be identified and avoided.  Signs, barriers and/or guard/s should be posted at 
machine control panels to prevent unauthorized personnel from operating controls. 
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                                                                Introduction 
 
 
Perceptive Solutions, Incorporated ( PSI ) has been manufacturing and supporting invisible fluid 
marking and mark detections systems since 1998. We have manufactured hundreds of systems 
for Textile manufacturing companies as well as for other industries. Our SSD2000 spectral 
scanner has become a standard in the textile industry. The Sentinel 3000 marking and detection 
system advances AND simplifies invisible marking and detection in web- based applications. You 
will find that the system is reliable and easy to maintain. A single WDC3000 controller is capable 
of operating 4 marking heads with 4 verifiers in a web application.  
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Chapter 1                                                      System Overview 
 
 

A PSI Sentinel 3000 System can be comprised of one to several interconnected components.  
These components are; a web defect control panel, a tracker module, a spray valve, an optical 
sensor, an ink supply cabinet (ISC-2L), and an umbilical cord set.  The system is designed with a 
modular approach to allow rapid setup/reconfiguration, and module replacement.  Modularity 
also assists in the troubleshooting and maintenance of the system.  The Sentinel 3000 system 
components are selected and configured according to the needs of the application. 

Basic System 
The basic Sentinel 3000 System consists of a web defect control panel with a tracker mounted 
spray valve to apply ink marks to the edge of the fabric when a flaw or index mark is required.  
The user’s inspection equipment supplies a contact closure to signal the control panel when to 
apply a mark. A tracking detection module, TDM-24I, would typically be installed to detect the 
marks and signal another device that a mark has been detected. 

Web Defect Control Panel- WDC3000 
The web defect control panel is the main controller for a Sentinel 3000 System.  A touchscreen is 
mounted to the panel to allow the user to enter and monitor setup/operating parameters.  The 
touchscreen is connected to the Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) that controls the 
operation of the system and coordinates the signals sent and received from the users controls.  A 
power ON/OFF switch, Alarm/Mark light and user interconnect terminal block are also part of 
the panel assembly.  The main air pressure regulator is mounted to the side of the panel for easy 
user access.  The panel is equipped with two quick connectors that allow for the simultaneous 
control of two tracker modules. The WDC3000 controller can be specially configured to operate 
up to four ink markers and verifiers. 

An ink supply enclosure is supplied as part of each Sentinel 3000 System used in a marking 
application.  It is bolted to the side of a web defect control panel and holds a 2 liter bottle of ink.  
The enclosure includes an ink pressure regulator and gauge, an ink pressure on/off toggle switch, 
a low ink level switch and a quick disconnect for the ink delivery line.  A standard PSI plastic ink 
bottle is screwed into the cap assembly, placed inside the enclosure and then pressurized for ink 
delivery.  The door to the enclosure is equipped with a large thumb lever door handle for easy 
access.    

Tracker Modules- TSM-24, TDM-24I 
A tracker module is a linear rodless air slide equipped with retroreflective photoeyes designed to 
track the edge of a user’s web material.  This allows a marking valve or optical sensor mounted to 
the slide to mark or detect a mark along the edge of the web.  A junction box mounted to the 
back of the slide provides a termination point for all slide mounted controls.  The junction box 
also is equipped with quick connects for the air/ink lines and the electrical cord set.  Photoeye 
and optical sensor bracketry is designed to allow for a variety of tracker mounting configurations 
and positions. A tracking spray module, TSM-24, applies and verifies the ink marks while the 
TDM-24-I tracking detection module detects the marks and signals another device that a mark 
has been detected. 
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Spray Valve- SV2000 
PSI uses a miniature applicator spray valve for mark application.  The valve is a high speed 
adhesive applicator valve that uses atomizing air and ink pressure to control the ink spray pattern.  
Several nozzles are available to change the mark density and shape. 

Spectral Scanner- SSD2000 
The PSI spectral scanner is a Fluorescence detector specifically tailored for use in the near 
infrared region of the electromagnetic spectrum.  The sensors microprocessor based control 
allows the sensor to have a range of operational modes from a typical  photoeye operation to a 
full line speed driven autotune mode.  Mode selection is based on the requirements of the user’s 
application. 

Umbilical Cord Set- CORD5 
The cord set is an assembly consisting of  an electrical control cable with ink and air line tubing 
bound together using plastic wire ties straps.  Both the cable and tubing are furnished with quick 
connect fittings to ease installation or replacement.   
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Chapter 2                                                      Operator Controls 

 

The operation of the system is controlled by green “Power” button and a 4.3” medium resolution 
color touchscreen on the front of the WDC3000 controller. The main air pressure regulator and 
gauge are located on the right side of the controller.  Ink pressure gauge and ink pressure 
“On/Off” toggle switch are provided on the enclosure Ink supply cabinet, ISC-2L. 
 

 
 

Power Pushbutton  
The green pushbutton is the main power switch for the Sentinel 3000. It is a maintained position 
push on/push off switch.  The first push turns the system on and the second push turns the 
system off.  The button lights up when in the on position. 

Main Air Pressure Regulator/Gauge 
The regulator allows the plant air to be reduced to the range required by Sentinel 3000 system.  In 
most applications, the main regulator pressure should be set to 60 PSI. 
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         Programming the Touchscreen: “Home” Screen 

    
 
 

           Upon Powering the WDC3000 controller “On” by pressing the illuminated green power 
button on the front door, the touchscreen will display the home screen shown above after 
approximately 30 seconds of initialization. Note the 3 indicator LED’s in the upper left area of 
the touchscreen frame. The red LED flashing indicates that the touchscreen is properly 
communicating with the PLC while the green and yellow solid LED’s tell that the internal CPU is 
operating and powered properly. Three buttons are available on the home screen. Initially, the 
WDC3000 must be programmed by pressing the “Setup” Icon. 
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Programming the Touchscreen:  “Setup” Screen 

            

         The above is a snapshot of the “Setup” Menu screen. The initial screen contains the setup 
parameters for marking heads 1 and 2.  Setup for marking heads 3 and 4 can be displayed and 
entered by pressing “To #3 & #4” at the lower left. Each head setup contains only 2 parameters: 
“Mark Duration” (milliseconds) and “Missing Marks Before Alarm”. “Mark Duration” is 
the length in time that the marking head will activate at each marking cycle. The greater the time, 
the larger the volume of ink will be applied. In the case that a verifier fails to detect that a proper 
mark was applied during a marking cycle, the “Missing Marks Before Alarm” parameter can be 
programmed to activate the Alarm output of the WDC3000 when the verifier misses this number 
of marks consecutively. Typical settings would be 50 (milliseconds) and 10 (missed marks) 
respectively for these two parameters.  

       The numerical values can be easily entered by touching the respective blue parameter box,  
entering the desired values using the popup virtual keypad, and then pressing “Enter”, as shown 
in the snapshot. Any Marking Head can be deactivated by entering “0” into its “Mark 
Duration”. Any Verifier can be deactivated by entering “0” into its “Missing Marks Before 
Alarm” value. Note the 3 Navigation buttons at the bottom of the Setup screen allow the 
operator to jump directly to either the “Head 3&4 Setup” screen, “Diagnostics” screen, or the 
“Home” screen.  
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Programming the Touchscreen: “Diagnostic Screen                                           

                                

     The Diagnostic screen displays the current Mark and Verify Count, the Alarm Status, and 
enables the operator to purge/ cycle the marking head in the event of a clogged nozzle. By 
pressing the Blue “Mark” box, the operator will see the following options: 

                                

 “Reset”- Resets the counter value back to “0”. Note that the Verifiy count value can be reset by 
pressing the blue “Verify” numeral Box.  

“Test”- Activates the marking head continuously with a 50 millisecond pause between each cycle 
for as long as button is pressed. 

“Escape”- The “Reset/ Test/ Escape window disappears. 

The “Missing Marks” (in Red) alarm will appear in place of “OK” in the case of a “Missing 
Marks” Alarm. The Alarm can be Reset by pressing the Status indicator (“Missing Marks”) and 
then “Reset”. 
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Chapter 3                                                     User I/O Terminals 

                                              

A terminal strip is provided inside the Sentinel 3000 web defect controller to connect to the end 
users control system. Following are connection instructions (Two- headed configuration): 

120/ 240 VAC – Connect to hot leg of incoming AC Power 120 – 240 Volts AC. 

NEUTRAL IN – Connect to neutral of incoming power. 

EARTH GROUND – Connect to Earth Ground of incoming power 

1. 24 Volts dc- Available +24Volts dc to external device (normally not used). 

2. 0 Volts dc- Available 0 Volts dc to external device (used as common for Mark request input). 

3. Mark Request #1- Supplies PLC input 0. Input signal should switch 0 Vdc (terminal #2). 
When input 0 sees 0 Volts dc, marking head #1 marks and verifies. 

4. Mark Request #2- Supplies PLC input 1. Input signal should switch 0 Vdc (terminal #2). 
When input 1 sees 0 Volts dc, marking head #2 marks and verifies. 

5. Alarm Out Common- Connected to Common 7 of PLC which is the Alarm Relay output 
common. When using an external alarm, connect desired alarm output voltage to this terminal. 

6. Alarm Out- Connected to Relay Output 7 of PLC. This outputs the voltage that is connected 
to “Alarm Out Common” when an alarm condition occurs. 

Note: In a four- marking head WDC3000 controller, an additional “Mark Request” terminal 
would be installed that serves as “Mark Request 3/4". This input is wired the same as 1 & 2 
above and activates both marking head 3 and 4 when 0 volts dc is supplied.  

  

WARNING! 

Care should be taken to assure that voltages applied to the relay contacts are compatible with 
each other and the common.  Mixing voltages may damage the Sentinel 3000 and the users 
equipment.  Refer to the User Interconnect Diagram in this manual for a wiring schematic. 
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Chapter 4                                                                  Installation 

 
 

Unpacking  
Before opening any boxes, inspect the outside of the box to ensure there is no damage to the 
container.  After verifying  there is no damage, open each box and carefully remove its 
components.  One Sentinel 3000 Invisible Ink Marking System consists of the following : 

1 Ea.  WDC3000  Web Defect Controller w/ Filter Regulator 
1 Ea.  ISC-2L   Ink Supply Cabinet, 2 Liter 

 1 Ea.  TSM- 24  Tracking Sprayhead Module, 24” 
 1 Ea.  SSV-2000  Spectral Scanner Verifier 
 2 Ea.  CORD5  Umbilical, 5 meter length 
 1 Ea  Ref-24   Reflector Tape, 24” 
 
One Sentinel Invisible Ink Detection System consists of the following: 
 

1 Ea.  TDM-24-I  Tracking Detector Module, 24”, Independent 
                                                                  With SSD2000 spectral scanner 
1 Ea.  PS-24   Power supply 24Volt, 60 Watt 
1 Ea.  REF-24   Reflector Tape, 24” 
 

 
 
 
Every WDC3000 is equipped with one air filter/regulator that is used to supply the ISC-2L and  
TSM-24 modules with clean compressed air.  This regulator has been removed from its normal 
position on the right side of the WDC3000 cabinet, for protection during shipping, and placed 
inside protective bubble wrap.  Before connecting voltage to the WDC3000, the regulator should 
be removed from inside the cabinet and properly mounted onto the right side of the WDC3000 
controller.  
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                                Sentinel 3000 Installation 

 

Step 1 - Selecting the best location for the Sprayer and for the Detection System. 
The technician should consider several factors when determining where to locate the spray unit 
and/or the Detection System.  Here are a few guidelines to follow : 
 

1.1. Choose a location where web travel is as smooth as possible with the smallest movement from edge to edge.    
Although our edge trackers are factory set at a lineal speed of 6 inches per second  (which 
should be fast enough for any web application), it is always best to select a location with as 
little “flapping” (irregular movement) as possible.  If the Ink mark Spray System includes a 
SSV2000 Verification Sensor, select a location where the Web movement is stabilized from 
the side opposite the SSV2000.  Failure to insure web stabilization will result in false 
verification marks. The end of the SSV2000 Verifier tube should be positioned approximately 
5 inches from the web surface. The SSD2000 stand-alone sensor should be mounted 1” from 
the fabric. Note that the only difference between a verifier (SSV2000) and a detector 
(SSD2000) is the mounting distance from the fabric. We use a longer throw lens on the 
verifier so that we can mount further from the fabric away from the ink, which greatly 
reduces the ink buildup on the lens over time.   

1.2. The IR Marking System should generally be located close to and right after the EVS Inspection System.   
Most installed IR Markers are located immediately after the EVS Inspection System at a point 
where the web is traveling vertically in the upward direction.  This allows the Spray Tracker to 
be mounted to the top of a piece of flat angle steel and shoot horizontally. The SSV2000 
verification sensor rests on top of the sprayhead bracket and can be easily adjusted to a 
distance of 5 inches from the web surface. 

1.3. Fabric dust should be considered when selecting location.  In order to minimize dust, do not install a 
TSM-24 directly underneath any roller or underneath any stationary piece that is in direct 
contact with the moving web. In some installations this may not be avoidable.    

1.4. Both the IR Detection System and the IR Mark System require power (90-250VAC) and compressed air 
(at least 60 PSI).  Always make sure both are available. If the customer’s application does not 
require an edge tracker at the detection system, no air is required at the detector; however, the 
ink mark system always requires compressed air, with or without a tracker. 

Step 2 - Mounting the Trackers and WDC2000 Controllers. 
  

2.1. Mounting the TSM-24 Tracking Spray Module. Always find out from the customer the range of 
widths of materials that will run on the line to determine the position from edge to edge of 
the tracker.  The TSM-24 spray module will almost always be mounted at the output of the 
EVS Inspection System.  The 3” square tubing that spans the machine frame is usually 
suitable for mounting the TSM-24 directly onto.  If using a fan spray nozzle, the spray tip 
should be mounted approximately 4” away from the material, which produces a 4” wide 
pattern. If using a SSV2000 Verification sensor mounted on the TSM-24, the sensor position 
should be adjusted so that the end of the sensor is 5” from the substrate. 

2.2. Mounting the TDM-24 Tracking Detector Module.   Always find out from the customer the range 
of widths of materials that will run on the line to determine the position from edge to edge of 
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the tracker.  The TDM-24 is usually mounted to the customer’s debatching machine just 
before the table and is used in conjunction with the EVS DMSS System.  It is always best to 
mount the sensor where it is scanning the material on a roller, perpendicular to the fabric 
surface.  This will ensure that the material is stable with minimal “flapping”. 

2.3. Mounting the reflective adhesive tape.  Reflective adhesive tape must be mounted on the 
opposite side of the web and at least 12” away from the tracker photoeyes.  When 
selecting the location of the reflective tape for the TSM-24, the further away  the tape is 
from the sprayer the better.  Using a longer distance will greatly reduce (or even 
eliminate) dust.  The photoeyes supplied with the TSM-24 can operate at distances up to 
12 feet from the reflector. For lowest wear and tear on the main air cylinder pneumatic 
valves, it is best to mount the tape so that the photoeyes can ALWAYS travel further 
inside the web than the edge of the reflective tape. Conversely, make positive that the 
photoeyes can never reach far enough to the outside of the machine past the reflective 
tape; this will cause the edge tracke to hang to the outside. 

2.4. Mounting the WDC3000 Web Defect Controller.  Always mount the WDC3000 Controller as 
close to the tracker(s) as possible. The Umbilical that interconnects the controller to each 
tracker is approximately 5 meters in length.  Always mount the WDC3000 using the 
mounting feet supplied at a location that is easily accessible and,  preferably, where the 
line operator is able to view the touchscreen on the front panel. Always mount the 
WDC3000 that is used with the ISC-2L at a height where the customer can easily change 
the 2 liter ink bottle.   

 

Step 3 - Making Connections WDC3000 control panel. 
 

3.1. Connecting the TSM-24 sprayer to the WDC3000 controller.  Carefully connect the WDC3000 to 
each tracker using the supplied umbilical cord.  The umbilical used to supply a TSM-24 
consists of one 8 conductor quick plug cable, one 1/4” diameter air supply tube, and one 
5/32” diameter ink supply tube with ink quick connects at each end. Be careful not to cross 
thread the electrical connector threads.  Also, always wet the ink connector “O” rings before 
connecting the system.   

3.2. Connecting power, mark output signal, spray mark signal, footswitch input, and customer machine controls to 
terminal strip inside cabinet.  Refer to the section entitled “User I/O Terminals”.    

      

Step 4 - Programming the WDC3000 using the Touchscreen interface.  
 
4.1. Refer to Chapter 2.    
 

Step 5 - Setting air regulator pressures. 
    

5.1. Setting Main Tracker air regulators located on each panel.  As a general rule, the recommended 
pressure for each edge tracker regulator is 60 pounds per square inch ( PSI ). This air pressure 
feeds directly to each tracker and also feeds directly to the air spray of each ink spray valve ( 
Ink Spray System only).  The ink pressure feeds off the output of the main regulator but is 
precisely controlled by the regulator and gauge on the front of the ISC-2L Ink Supply 
Cabinet. 
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5.2. Setting Ink Cabinet Regulator located on panel door.  This regulator is fed from the main tracker 
regulator and controls ink pressure.  As a general rule, this pressure should be set between 12 
to 15 PSI.  This pressure can be adjusted up or down to spray a heavier or lighter pattern. 

 
5.3. Adjusting offsets.   Finally, make sure that in any installation, the distance from the center of the 

spray pattern to the edge of the fabric is the same as the distance from the detector to the 
edge. Failure to do so will almost surely result in missed marks at the TDM detection module. 
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Chapter 5                                                    Alarms 

 
 

     Alarms 
 

LOW INK ALARM – Activates when ink level switch inside ISC-2L detects low ink 
level. Alarm can only be reset by replenishing ink in the bottle. 
 
MISSING MARK ALARM - The system will alarm if the user entered missing mark 
setpoint is reached.  Alarm can be reset in Diagnostic Menu. See Chapter 2 for more 
information.  

 

     Counters 
Each head has a counter that is configured to display the count of marks applied, marks 
detected, or marks verified.  What it counts is based on how each head is configured during 
setup.  Counts can be viewed at any time by pressing either of the head count buttons on the 
display keypad..  A counter is easily reset by in the Diagnostic Menu. See Chapter 2 for more 
information. 
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Chapter 6                                                         Troubleshooting   

 
 

General Information 
 
The Sentinel 3000 was designed to be easy to maintain and troubleshoot. This guide will try 
to address common maintenance problems that may occur on a Sentinel 3000 system.  Items 
not addressed in this manual should be referred to PSI for assistance if other troubleshooting 
methods prove ineffective.  Normal troubleshooting procedures and safety precautions 
should be followed while working on the system. 
 

WARNING! 

Over 110 VAC may be present on terminals inside the Sentinel 3000 Controller. Secondary 
control voltages from the users equipment may  also be present on terminals  
Proper Lock out/Tag out procedures should be used while servicing the equipment.  Only 
qualified associates should troubleshoot and service this equipment. 
 

                                  Sentinel 3000 Controller 

           Problem        Possible Cause      Remedy  
No power User power feed is off. 

 
Loose/Broken power wiring.   
 

Check users power source. 
 
Repair/Replace wire 

Input power is OK but 
the power on light is off. 

Power on switch is off. 
 
Blown fuse F1. 
 
Power on light is bad. 
 
24 VDC power supply is bad. 
 

Turn on power switch. 
 
Replace fuse if blown. 
 
Replace power on light. 
 
Replace power supply. 

Power on light is on but 
the touchscreen is not 
on. 

PLC on light is off, no 24VDC 
to PLC or a bad PLC. 
 
 
Loose cable between display 
and PLC. 
 
Bad touchscreen. 

Make sure the PLC power 
connector is plugged in.  
 
Replace PLC. 
 
Tighten connections. 
 
 
Replace touchscreen 
 
 

The system is on but the 
connected tracker will 
not operate. 

Loose connection in tracker 
junction box. 
Dirty Reflector Tape 

Reseat connections 
 
Clean Reflector tape 
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Umbilical cable not fully 
seated. 
 
Bad umbilical cable. 
 

Check for bent pins.  Reseat 
both ends of the cable. 
 
Replace cable. 
 

The PLC red fault light 
on the front of the PLC 
is on. 

Noise corrupted the PLC 
program. 
 
PLC is bad. 

Reload the program. 
 
 
Replace the PLC. 
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APPENDIX - A 

SPECIFICATIONS 
 

                              System Plant Requirements: 
Power Input:   85 To 264 VAC, 2 Amp Max. 
Air Supply:   80 To 120 PSI, Filtered, Oil And Water Free 
Environment:   Indoor 
Temperature:   32 To 122 F, (0 To 50 C ) 
Humidity:   Up To 90%, Non-condensing 
 

                         PSI Sentinel-3000 Web Defect Controller 
Main Power:   85 To 264 VAC, 2 Amp Max. 
Air  Supply:   120 PSI Max., Filtered, Oil And Water Free 
 
Control Capability:  Two Tracking Modules Simultaneously 
 
Connection Type:  Quick Disconnect, Electrical, Air, Ink 
 
Programmable Controller: 
 Type:   IDEC FC5A Series  
 I/O Points:  7 DC Inputs, 7 Outputs 
 Power Input:  24 VDC, 200 mA 
 
Man/Machine Interface (MMI) Panel: 
 Type:   KEP MMI 6050 
 Display:  Resolution  480 X 272 
 Communication: 1-RS232, 1-RS485 
 Power Input:  24 VDC  
 Rating:   NEMA 4X, (IP 65) 
 
Power Supply: 
 Connection:  Terminal Strip  

Input:   85 To 264 VAC, 2 Amp Max. 
Input Protection: Auto Reset, Solid State Circuit Interrupter  
Output:  24 VDC, 2.5 Amp 
Output Protection: Short Circuit, Over Voltage, Over Temperature, Fused  
Enclosure:  Fully Enclosed, Expanded Metal Cover, Panel Mount 
Rated:   UL 1950, IEC 950 

 
Enclosure:    
 Rating:   NEMA 12, 4X, (IP 66) 
 Construction:  17 ga (1.38 mm) Sheet Steel 
 Color:   Beige (RAL 7032 Pebble Gray)  

Size:    12” H x 8” W x 5” D  
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                            PSI CORD-5 Umbilical Cord Set 
Electrical:   Molded 3 Meter Cable, 8 Pin Quick Disconnect Plugs 
Air:    1/ 4” Flexible Tubing 
Ink:    5/32” Flexible Tubing, Quick Disconnect ends 
Binding:   Cables/Tubing Bound With plastic wire ties 

 

                            PSI Optical Sensor SSD-2000 
Sensing Distance:  ¾” to 1.5”  (18 to 39 mm) 
Sensing Spot Size:  0 .25”  (6.35 mm)  
Ambient Light Rejection: 2 KHz Modulated Laser, Frequency and Phase Locked 
Processor:   MicroChip 8 Bit RISC Microcontroller 
Processor Speed:  16 MHz 
Output:   Normally Open PhotoMos Solid State Relay (SSR) 
Output Contact Rating: 400 mA at  60 V AC/DC  
Output On Time (Dwell): 100 ms minimum,  +/- 5ms 
Input Voltage Range:  10 to 30 Volts DC 
Input Current Range:  300 ma. maximum 
Connection:   6-Pin Male Quick Connect Receptacle, Industrial IEC DIN 
Style 
LED Indicators:  “Power On” and  “Mark Detected” 
Enclosure Dimensions: 6”L x 2.6”H x 2.6” W     (152 x 66 x 66 mm) 
Enclosure Construction: Extruded Aluminum 
Enclosure Finish:  Brushed Natural Aluminum  
Temperature Range:  -20 to 130 Degrees Fahrenheit  
Modes Of Operation:  Mode 0 - Normal Photoeye type ON/OFF  
    Mode 1 - Time based continuous autotune 
    Mode 2 - Encoder pulsed continuous autotune 
 

                              PSI Optical Sensor SSV-2000 
Sensing Distance:  4” to 6”  (102 to 156 mm) 
Sensing Spot Size:  0 .25”  (6.35 mm)  
Ambient Light Rejection: 2 KHz Modulated Laser, Frequency and Phase Locked 
Processor:   MicroChip 8 Bit RISC Microcontroller 
Processor Speed:  16 MHz 
Output:   Normally Open PhotoMos Solid State Relay (SSR) 
Output Contact Rating: 400 mA at  60 V AC/DC  
Output On Time (Dwell): 100 ms minimum,  +/- 5ms 
Input Voltage Range:  10 to 30 Volts DC 
Input Current Range:  300 ma. maximum 
Connection:   6-Pin Male Quick Connect Receptacle, Industrial IEC DIN 
Style 
LED Indicators:  “Power On” and  “Mark Detected” 
Enclosure Dimensions: 6”L x 2.6”H x 2.6” W     (152 x 66 x 66 mm) 
Enclosure Construction: Extruded Aluminum 
Enclosure Finish:  Brushed Natural Aluminum  
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Temperature Range:  -20 to 130 Degrees Fahrenheit  
Modes Of Operation:  Mode 0 - Normal Photoeye type ON/OFF  
    Mode 1 - Time based continuous autotune 
    Mode 2 - Encoder pulsed continuous autotune 

                            PSI Spray Valve SV-2000  
Head Type:   Air Atomized Ink Delivery, Electrically Operated 
Pattern:   Round (Fan Shape Optional) 
Pattern Size:   Adjustable, 1.5” max. at 6” 
Response Time:  12 ms Pulse to continuous On 
Air Pressure:   50 - 70 PSI, Dry Filtered Air, Regulated 
Ink Pressure:   10 - 20 PSI Regulated 
Solenoid:   24 VDC, 5 Watts 
Adjustments:   Atomize Air Flow Rate, Ink Delivery Volume 
 

                             PSI Tracking Modules, 24”  
Slide Type:   Double Acting Rodless Cylinder  
Bore:    1” (25.4 mm) 
Maximum Force @ 90 PSI: 66.3 Lbs (295 N) 
Maximum Pressure:  120 PSI (8 Bar) 
Connections:   1/8 NPT (G 1/8 ISO) 
Operating Slide Velocity: 6 in/s (15.24 cm/s)  
Maximum Slide Velocity: 40 in/s (101.6 cm/s) 
Operating Temperature: 14 to 140 F (-10 to 60 C) 
Housing:   Clear Anodized Aluminum 
Cover Strips:   Stainless Steel 
Seals:    NBR & PU 
Mounting:   Integral Track System Or Bracket 
 
Valves: 
 Type:   3-Way 
 Flow Cv:  0.18 
 Orifice:  0.078 in (2 mm) 
 Pressure:  120 PSI (8.3 Bar)  
 Solenoid:  24 VDC, 2.4 Watt 
 Flow Control: Adjustable Exhaust For Speed Control 
 
Photoeyes: 
 Type:   Retroreflective 
 Beam:   Visible Red, 650 nm 
 Operating Distance: 6 To 24” (15.24 To 70 cm) 
 Output:  Bipolar NPN/PNP, 10 To 30 VDC, 150 mA 
 Adjustment:  15 Turn Sensitivity  Adjustment 
 Alignment:  LED Indicator 
 Housing:  Reinforced VALOX Epoxy 
 Power Required: 10 To 30 VDC, 25 mA 
 
Junction Box:   
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 Enclosure:  Cast Aluminum 
 Terminals:  Wago Top Entry Cage Clamp Style, DIN 35 Mount 
 Connection:  8 Pin, Quick Disconnect, Male Receptacle 
 Ink Connection: 1/8” Quick Connect With Shutoff 
 Air Connection: 5/32” Quick Connect 
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Perceptive Solutions, Inc.  
2607 Suite E-213 Woodruff Road 
Simpsonville, SC  29681 
Ph : 864-987-9084 
Fax : 864-284-0314 
Issued Date :  08/24/04   

 

MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET – CC4120 INVISIBLE INK    
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
1. CHEMICAL IDENTIFICATION 
Product Name : CC4120 Invisible Ink 
Product Code : CC4120-00-2L, or CC4120-00-1L 
Manufacturer : Perceptive Solutions, Inc. - 2607 Woodruff Rd. E-213 - Simpsonville, SC   
Emergency Transportation Information : call PSI at 864-905-5265 
Molecular Formula : Proprietary 
Product use :  Ink 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
2. COMPOSITION / INFORMATION ON INGREDIENTS 
Weight % - Component - ( CAS Registry Number ) 
 
 98% water ( 007732 - 18 - 5 ) 
 2% polymer ( proprietary, non-hazardous; composition claimed trade secret ) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
3. HAZARDS IDENTIFICATION 
LOW HAZARD FOR USUAL INDUSTRIAL OR COMMERCIAL HANDLING BY TRAINED PERSONNEL. 
HMIS Hazard Ratings : Health  -  1, Flammability  -  0, Chemical Reactivity  -  0 
 
NFPA Hazard Ratings : Health  -  1, Flammability  -  0, instability  -  0 
 
NOTE : HMIS and NFPA  ratings involve data and interpretations that may vary from company to company. They are intended only for 
rapid, general identification of the magnitude of the specific hazard. To deal adequately with the safe handling of this material, all the 
information contained in this MSDS must be considered. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
4. FIRST AID MEASURES 
Inhalation : If symptomatic, move to fresh air. Get medical attention if symptoms persist. 
Eyes : Any material that contacts the eye should be washed out immediately with water. If easy to do, remove contact lenses. Get medical 
attention if symptoms persist. 
Skin : Wash with soap and water. Get medical attention if symptoms occur. 
Ingestion : May cause nausea, abdominal discomfort.  Seek medical advice. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
5. FIRE FIGHTING MEASURES 

Extinguishing Media : water spray, dry chemical, carbon dioxide ( CO2), alcohol foam 
Special Fire - Fighting Procedures : Wear self - contained breathing apparatus and protective clothing. 
Hazardous Combustion Products : carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide 
Unusual Fire and Explosion Hazards : None 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
6. ACCIDENTAL RELEASE MEASURES 

Absorb spill with vermiculite or other inert material, then place in a container for chemical waste. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
7. HANDLING AND STORAGE  

Personal Precautionary Measures : No special precautionary measures should be needed under anticipated conditions of use. 
Prevention of Fire and Explosion : Keep from contact with oxidizing materials 
Storage : Keep container closed 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
8. EXPOSURE CONTROLS / PERSONAL PROTECTION 

Ventilation : Good general ventilation ( typically 10 air changes per hour ) should be used. Ventilation rates should be matched to 
conditions. Use process enclosures, local exhaust ventilation, or other engineering controls to maintain airborne levels below 
recommended exposure limits. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Respiratory Protection : If engineering controls do not maintain airborne concentrations below recommended exposure limits, an 
approved respirator must be worn. Respirator type : mist If respirators are used, a program should be instituted to assure compliance with 
OSHA Standard 63 FR 1152, January 8, 1998. 
Eye Protection : It is a good industrial hygiene practice to minimize eye contact. 
Skin Protection : It is a good industrial hygiene practice to minimize skin contact.  
Recommended Decontamination Facilities : eye bath, washing facilities 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
9. PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES 

- Physical Form : liquid 
- Color : light green 
- Odor : slight 
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- Odor Threshold : not available 
- Specific Gravity ( water = 1) : 1.01 
- Vapor Pressure : not available 
- Vapor Density ( Air = 1) : not available 
-Evaporation Rate : not available 
- Boiling Point : not available 
- Melting Point : not available 
- Viscosity at Ambient Temperature : not available 
- Solubility in Water at Ambient Temperature : appreciable 
- pH : not available 
- Octanol / Water Partition Coefficient : not available 

- Flash Point ( estimated ) : >93° C  ( > 200° F) 
- Lower Flammable Limit : not applicable 
- Upper Flammable Limit : not applicable 
- Autoignition Temperature : not available 
- Sensitivity to Mechanical Impact : not available 
-  Sensitivity to Static Discharge : not available 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
10. STABILITY AND REACTIVITY 

Stability : stable 
Incompatibility : Material can react with strong oxidizing agents. 
Hazardous Polymerization : will not occur 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
11. TOXICOLOGY INFORMATION 

Effects of Exposure: 
 Inhalation: Low hazard for usual industrial handling or commercial handling by trained personnel. 
 Eyes: Low hazard for usual industrial handling or commercial handling by trained personnel. 
 Skin: Prolonged or repeated contact may cause mild skin irritation.  
 Ingestion : Expected to be a low ingestion hazard. May cause nausea and abdominal discomfort.  
Acute Toxicity Data := 
 Oral LD-50 : not available 
 Inhalation LC-50 : not available 
 Dermal LD-50 : not available 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
12. ECOLOGICAL INFORMATION  

This material has not been tested for environmental effects. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
13. DISPOSAL CONSIDERATIONS 
Discharge, treatment, or disposal may be subject to national, state, or local laws. Incinerate. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
14. TRANSPORT INFORMATION 
- DOT ( USA ) Status : not regulated 
- Air - International Civil Aviation Organization ( ICAO ) 
- ICAO Status : not regulated 
- Sea - International Maritime Dangerous Goods ( IMDG ) 
- IMDG Status : not regulated 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
15. REGULATORY INFORMATION 

- This document has been prepared in accordance with the MSDS requirements of the OSHA Hazard                                                                                                                                                                     
Communication Standard 29 CFR 1910.1200. 
- OSHA Classification: nonhazardous 
- California Proposition 65 (Safe Drinking Water and Toxic Enforcement Act of 1986 ) : materials known  to State to cause cancer : none 
known. 
-California Proposition 65 (Safe Drinking Water and Toxic Enforcement Act of 1986 ) : materials known to State to cause adverse 
reproductive effects : none known. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
- This document has been prepared in accordance with the MSDS requirements of the WHMIS Controlled  
   Products Regulation. 
- WHMIS (Canada) Status: noncontrolled 
- WHMIS (Canada) Hazard Classification: not applicable 
- Carcinogenicity Classification ( components present at 0.1% or more ) : 
 - International Agency for Research on Cancer ( IARC ) : not listed 
 - American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists ( ACGIH ) : not listed 
 - National Toxicology Program ( NTP ) : not listed 
 - Occupational Safety and Health Administration ( OSHA ) : not listed 
- Chemical(s) subject to the reporting requirements of Section 313 or Title III of the Superfund   Amendments  
   and Reauthorization ACT ( SARA) of 1986 and 40 CFR Part 372 : none 
- SARA ( U.S.A. ) Sections 311 and 312 hazard classification(s) : not applicable 
- US Toxic Substances Control Act ( TSCA ) : All components of this product are listed on the TSCA  
   inventory. Any impurities present in this product are exempt from listing. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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The information contained herein is based on current knowledge and experience ; no responsibility is accepted that the information is 
sufficient or correct in all cases. Users should consider these data only as a supplement to other information gathered by them and must 
make independent determinations of suitability and completeness of information from all sources to assure proper use and disposal of 
these materials and the safety and health of employees and customers and the protection of the environment.  

 


